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Background:  Up to 50% of patients with heart failure and preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) have concomitant coronary artery disease 
(CAD). How CAD influences myocardial-arterial coupling in HFpEF is unknown. We hypothesized that patients with HFpEF-CAD represent a distinct 
pathophysiologic subset characterized by increased and delayed peak wall stress.
Methods:  In 35 patients with HFpEF (N=13 with CAD and N=22 without CAD), we studied pressure-stress relationships using simultaneous 
speckle-tracking echocardiography and arterial tonometry to ascertain the time-varying myocardial pressure-stress relationships.
Results:  As has been reported in normals and HTN, there was a marked shift in both circumferential and longitudinal stress (CS and LS, 
respectively) from mid- to end-ejection in all HFpEF patients (p<0.0001). Both CS and LS were higher at all times during ejection (and peak CS and 
LS were delayed) when HFpEF was compared to treated HTN despite similar central systolic and mean arterial pressure (Table 1). Within HFpEF, 
despite similarities in demographics, comorbidities, cardiac structure, EF, and diastolic function, patients with CAD had higher peak and end-systolic 
CS and LS, and time to peak CS and LS was prolonged (Table 1).
Conclusions:  In patients with HFpEF, presence of CAD is associated with increased and delayed peak CS and LS. These findings 
suggest that patients with HFpEF-CAD are especially vulnerable to late-systolic aortic pressure augmentation from wave reflections. 
